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Sufficient conditions for continuability, boundedness, and convergence to zero 
of solutions of (a(t)x’)’ + h(t, x, x’) + q(t) f (ix) g(d) = e(t, x, 5’) are given. 

1. I~vTR~D~CTI~N 

In this paper we discuss the boundedness and covergence to zero of solutions 
of the forced second-order nonlinear differential equation 

(R(t) x’)’ + h(t, x, x’) + q(t)f(x)g(x’) = e(t, .x, 2’). (“1 

Problems of this type for less general equations have been studied by many 
authors particularly when e(t, X, x’) I 0. Recent contributions to this area 
include [l-29]. In addition to relaxing the conditions that most other authors 
require on the functions in (*), none of the results in this paper explicitly 
require that the forcing term e(t, X, x’) be “small.” 

In Section 2 we present some new continuability and boundedness results for 
Eq. (*). In addition to obtaining some further boundedness results in Section 3, 
we obtain sufficient conditions for solutions of (*) to converge to zero. We will 
relate the results here to the recent work of Grimmer [IO], Hammett [Ill, and 
Londen [20]. We conclude the paper with some extensions of results of \Vong 
[27, 28-J and the present authors [7]. 

2. CONTINUABILITY AIVD BOUNDEDNESS 

Consider the equation 

(a(t) x’)’ f h(t, x, x’) + p(t)f(x) g(d) = e(t, x, x’), (1) 
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where a, 4: [t, , ca)+R, f,g:R+R, and h,e:[t,,a) x R2+R are con- 
tinuous, u(t) > 0, q(t) > 0, and g(x’) > 0. It will be convenient to write Eq. (1) 
as the system 

x’ = y, 

Y’ = (-a’(t) Y - h(t, x9 Y) - a(t>fW g(y) + 46 x9 YM~). 
(2) 

Let q’(t)+ = max{q’(t), 0} and q’(t)- = max{-q’(t), 0} so that q’(t) = q’(t)+ - 
q’(t)- . DefineF(x) = Jtf(s) ds, G(y) = ji [s/g(s)] ds and assume that there is a 
continuous function r: [to , 00) -+ R such that 

I 44 x’, Y)l < r(t), (3) 

h(t, x, Y) Y 3 0, (4) 

and there are nonnegative constants m and n such that 

I Y l/g(Y) G m + nG(Y)* (5) 

THEOREM 1. If conditions (3)-(5) hold, u’(t) 3 0, F(x) is boundedfrom below, 
and G(y) -F co us / y / ---f 00, then all solutions of (2) can be definedfor all t 3 t, . 

Proof. Suppose that (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (2) with finite escape time, 
i.e., there exists T > t, such that lim,,r-[I x(t)1 + 1 y(t)] = +CO. Since F(x) 
is bounded from below, F(x) >, --K for some K > 0. Define V(x, y, t) = 

GbMt) + VW + WW then r = --G(Y) d(t)h2(t) - 4t)y2/dy) dt) 40 
- h(t, x7 r> My) dt) 4) + e(t, x9 y) My> 40) 4) - (F(x) + K) 4W2(t> G 
q’(t)- G(M2W + r(t) I Y I/g(y) dt) a(t) G d(t)- Wlq2(t) + mWdt) 44 + 
w(t) G( y)/q(t) a(t). Integrating and noting that r(t)/q(t) u(t) is bounded on 

PO , Tl we have GbW/dt) G WI G KI + .I-“, WW-MS) + n~W(~>l x 
G(Y(w!z(4~ di f or some Ki > 0. From Gronwall’s inequality we have 

W(Wdt) G G exp s,“, [Q’WQ(S) f nW441 h G G exp SE WWdd + 
nr(s)/u(s)] ds < K, < co. Thus G(y(t)) is bounded on [to, T) so y(t) = x’(t) is 
bounded on [to, T). An integration shows that x(t) is also bounded on [t,, , 7’) 
and so we have a contradiction to the assumption that (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of 
(2) with finite escape time. 

Remark. If e(t, X, y) = 0 in Theorem 1, then condition (5) can be dropped. 

Remark. We can drop the condition on a’(t) by requiring a stronger condi- 
tion on g(y), namely, that there are positive constants M and k such that 

y2/dy) G J,=(Y) for j y j > k. (6) 

The proof of this result involves more details than the proof of Theorem 1, so 
we omit it noting only that (6) implies (5). 
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The above continuability theorem improves other known results of this type 
for Eq. (1) in that our conditions on f and g are less restrictive than those usualI! 
required. We have not asked that xf (x) > 0 if .2: f 0 or F(x) 2 0 as most 
authors (see for example Baker [l] or Burton and Grimmer [3]), but only 
require that F(x) be bounded from below. Also, conditions (5) and (6) are less 
restrictive than bounding g from above and below or asking that y2/g(y) <z 
JIG(y) for all y (see [3]). Th ese comments apply to the boundedness results in 
this paper as well. 

Next, n-e given some sufficient conditions for all solutions of (1) to be bounded. 
The first two of these, as well as some of the theorems in the next section, serve 
to further illustrate the interplay between the roles of a(t) and g(2) in Eq. (1). 

THEOREM 2. Suppose (4) and (5) hold with n > 0, 

u’(t) 3 0 and u(t) i, a, (7) 

and ~ e(t, s, y)i G 40 4’WMt). If 

F(x)+00 as :xI-+m, (8) 

then all solutions of (1) are bounded. 

Proof. Since F(x) -+ CO as 1 x 1 + 00, F(x) is bounded from below, say 
F(X) ;S -K for some K > 0. Letting V(x, y, t) = q(t) (F(x) + K)/a(t) + G(y) 

we have 1” G (F(x) + K) q’(t)/a(t) + e(t, x, Y) y/g(y) a(t) < d(t) [q(t) (F(x) -t- 
K)/a(t) - I y ;jng(y)]/p(t). Integrating V’ and using (5) we have / y(t)l/g(y(t)) G- 

nq(t) (J-+(t)) - K)/a(t) G m + nJ,v) G m + nV(tn) f go {Q’(S) [nq(s) vTw) f 
Q/a(s) -r ; y(s)//g(y(s))]/q(s)} ds. Applying Gronwall’s inequality we have 

1 yMdy(O) + q(t) V%(t)) + W4) < fG exp J:, MMs)l h = k;dtYd~d 
Hence nq(t)F(x(t))/u(t) < Klq(t)/q(to) so F(x(t)) is bounded for t $ t, . The 
conclusion of the theorem follows from (8). 

THEOREM 3. Suppose (4), (6), and (8) hold, 

Jt; [u’(s)-/a(s)] ds < GO and a(t) G a, (9) 

and ~ e(t, s, y)~ < u(t) q’(t)/Mq(t). Then all solutions of (1) are bounded. 

Proqf. Condition (6) implies that there exists il > 0 such that y2/g(y) .< 
A f MG( y) for all y. Notice also that if / y / < 1, then y 1 /g(y) < B for some 

B > 0, and if I Y I 3 1, then I Y I/g(y) G y2/gb) so I Y l/b9 < B i Y/g(y) 
for all y. Bv (8), F(x) 2 --K for some K > 0. If M > 1, define V((x,y, t) = 
q(t) (F(x) -I--K)/a(t) + G(y) + A + B. Then V’ ( ‘-2 q’(t) [q(t) (F(x) f K)/a(t) -t 
! yI/Mp(y)l /q(t) + a’(t)- [q(t) (Jp) G- K)ia(t) -L y2/g(y)]la(t) :< q’(t) % 
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k(t) P(x) + KMt) + (A + W/M + m91/!@) + 4% MO vY4 + m4t) 
+ A + J=W1/4) G (d(WN + JfWLMt)) [cd4 (0) + 944 + A+ 
B + c(y)] since M 3 1. Integrating, we have V(t) < V(t,) + siO [q’(s)/q(s) + 
Mu’(s)-/u(s)] V(s) d s so W) < WJ exp Jio [q’(Ms) + JQ(s)-/~(s>l ds < 
Kl exp SE0 W(M41 ds = ~&MGJ~ The b oundedness of x(t) follows as in 
the proof of the previous theorem. 

If M < 1, define V(X, y, t> = q(t) (F(x) + K)/a(t) + G(y) + (A + B)/M. 
Then V’ < q’(t) [q(t) (F(x) + K)/a(t) + (A + B)/M + G(y)1 q(t) + a’@>- x 
[n(t) P(x) + KYW + A + ~ww4~) G WM~) + 4w@) v &ce 
M < 1. The remainder of the proof follows as before. 

The following corollary is a rather immediate consequence of the previous 
two theorems. 

COROLLARY 4. If, in addition to the hypotheses of either Theorem 2 or Theo- 
rem 3, we have q(t) < q2 and G(y) ---f 03 as 1 y 1 ---f 00, then all solutions of system 
(2) are bounded. 

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2 we have V’ < q’(t) [V i m/n]/q(t) so 

W> G %J + .to k’(s) W/ds)l ds + m ~+dW(toW~ Hence IW G 
K, exp & [q’(s)/q(s)] ds < K,q,/q(t,,) < CO. The boundedness of y(t) then 
follows from the boundedness of G(y(t)). A similar proof holds for Theorem 3. 

Notice that Theorems 2 and 3 do not explicitly require that e(t, x, x’) be 
small; most authors ask that e(t, X, x’) = e(t) and St”, / e(s)1 ds < co. However, in 
order to obtain that solutions of system (2) are bounded, it was necessary to 
bound q(t) from above. This immediately implies that St”, / e(s, x(s), x’(s))1 ds < co. 
It would be interesting to see if, under condition (7) or (9), solutions of (2) can be 
bounded without requiring q(t) to be bounded from above. The authors are not 
aware of such a result for even the equation (u(t) x’)’ + q(t) f (cc) = 0. 

The previous two theorems offer alternative generalizations of a result obtained 
by the authors in [8]. The following theorem is patterned somewhat after a 
theorem in [9]; however, it is not a direct generalization of that result. 

THEOREM 5. Suppose conditions (4), (6), (8), and (9) hold and there is a 
continuous function r: [t, , co) -+ R and a constant w > 0 such that / e(t, x, y) y / < 

4(t) g(Yww~ s; [~‘W/~Wl ds -=c co, St”, [l/r”(s)] ds < co, H(t) =r(t)/q(t) is 
bounded, and SC [H’(s)-/H(s)] ds < co. Then all solutions of (1) are bounded. 

Proof. As before, F(x) 3 -K for some K > 0 so let V(X, y, t) = G(y)/r(t) 
+ (F(x) + f+(t) H(t). Then V’ < r’(t)-G(y)lr2(t) + W-r”Mr) r(t) 4) f 
e(t, x, Y) r/g(r) r(t) a(t) + fW- F’(x) + KMt> H2W + 4% F’(x) + Wa2(t) 
H(t) < (r’(t)-/r(t) + H’(t)-/H(t) + a’(t)-/a(t)> b’ + a’(t)- y2/gb) r(t) a(t) + 
q(t)/++“(t) u(t). Now the condition sc [r’(s)-/r(s)] ds < cc implies r(t) 3 rl > 0, 
and similarly, H(t) 3 HI > 0 and a(t) > a, > 0. Thus choosing A as in the 
proof of Theorem 3, we have v’ < [r’(t)-/r(t) + H’(t)-/H(t) + (M + 1) x 
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a’(t)-/a(t)] I; + Au’(t)Jz(t) rl + 1 /r”(t) H,u, . Integrating and applying Gron- 
wall’s inequality we again obtain that V(t) is bounded. The conclusion of the 
theorem follows as before. 

Remark. If in Theorem 5 we replace condition (9) by condition (7) then (6) 
can be dropped. 

3. BOUNDEDNESS AND CONVERGENCE TO ZERO 

In this section we obtain some further boundedness results as well as sufficient 
conditions for solutions of (1) to converge to zero. The quotient H(t) = r(t)/q(t) 
plays a significant role in some of these results. Other authors, for example, 
Chang [4], Jones [13, 141, Lalli [19], Wong [26], and Zarghamee and Mehri [29], 
utilized the quotient a(t)/p(t). Th e p resent authors [7-91 obtained some results 
of this type for less general equations, and in [8, 91 H(t) was required to be 
monotonic. Wong [27, 281 gave sufficient conditions for all oscillatory solutions 
of a less general unforced version of (1) to converge to zero. In Theorems 12 and 
13 we extend these results to Eq. (1). 

The theorems in this section only pertain to the continuable solutions of (1). 
Since the previous section contained some sufficient conditions for solutions to 
be continuable, we could combine those results with the ones in this section 
and thus eliminate this provision. We will use the same classification of solutions 
that was used in [7-91. That is, a solution x(t) of (1) will be called nonoscillatory 
if there exists t, >, t, such that x(t) # 0 for t 2 t,; the solution will be called 
oscillatory if for any given t, 3 t, there exist t, and t, satisfying t, < t, < t, , 
x(&J 1 0, and I < 0; and it will be called a Z-type solution if it has arbi- 
trarily large zeros but is ultimately nonnegative or nonpositive. 

The following lemma will be used in proving the convergence to zero of the 
nonoscillatory solutions of (1). We make the following additional assumptions on 
Eq. (1). Assume that: 

(i) .x~(x) > Oifx f Oandf( ) b x is ounded away from zero if x is hounded 
away from zero; 

(ii) condition (3) holds and r(t)/q(t) --f 0 as t ---) cr;; 

(iii) if x is bounded, then there exists a continuous function k and t, 12 t, 
such that / h(t, X, y)j < k(t)g(y) for (t, X, y) in [tr , m) x R2 and k(t)/q(t) + 0 as 
t--t co; 

(iv) g(y) > c > 0, St”, q(s) ds = co, and J-t”, [l/a(s)] ds = cc. 

LEMMA 6. If (i)-(iv) hold and x(t) is a bounded nonoscillatory sohtion of (I), 
then lim inf,,, I x(t)\ = 0. 
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Proof. Let x(t) be a bounded nonoscillatory solution of (I), say 0 < x(t) < B 
for t 3 T > t, , and let k(t) and t, > T be determined by (iii). Suppose that 
lim inf,,, x(t) # 0. Then there exists t, 3 t, such that x(t) is bounded away from 
zero for t > t, . Hence by (i), f (x(t)) > A > 0 for t > t, . Choose t, > t, so 
that r(t)/cq(t) < A/4 and k(t)/q(t) < A/4 for t 3 t, . From (1) we have 

(a(t) x’)‘/g(x’> = e(t, x, X’>/&‘> - h(t, 2, x’>/g(x’> - q(t)f(x) < r(t)/c + k(t) - 
4(t) < a(t) [+)/q(t) + &)/q(t) - Al < --AdW for t 3 t, . Thus (a(t) ~‘1’ 
< -Acq(t)/Z < 0 for t 3 t, . Integrating, we have u(t) x’(t) < a(t,) x’(t,) - 
ji3 [Acp(s)/2] ds + --co as t -+ co, so there exists t, 3 t, such that x’(t) < 0 
for t > t, . Since (u(t) x’)’ < 0, x’(t) < u(t4) x’(t,)/u(t) for t 3 t, . Hence 
x(t) < x(t4) + a(t,) x’(tJ & [l/u(s)] ds + --co as t---f co, contradicting the 
fact that x(t) > 0 for t > T. A similar argument holds if x(t) < 0 for t 3 T. 

The following two examples illustrate that condition (iii) above is essential. 

EXAMPLE 1. Consider the equation 

x” + tx’ + x/t = l/t” + 2/F, t > 0. 

Here g(x’) = 1 and h( t, X, x’) = tx’ and we see that all the hypotheses of Lemma 
6 are satisfied except (iii) since we do not have 1 h(t, X, x’)/ < k(t)g(x’). This 
equation has the bounded nonoscillatory solution x(t) = (t + 1)/t which does 
not have lim inf,,, x(t) = 0. 

EXAMPLE 2. The equation 

xn + tx’ + X[l + (x’)2]/t = (t4 + 2t3 + ; + 1)/t”, t > 0, 

satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 6 except (iii). Here 1 h(t, X, x’)\ = t 1 x’ 1 < 
t[l + (x’)~] = tg(x’), but k(t)/q(t) = t2 +O as t + co. Again, x(t) = (t + 1)/t 
is a bounded nonoscillatory solution of this equation. 

Recently Hammett [ll] obtained sufficient conditions for the nonoscillatory 
solutions of (1) to converge to zero in case 

and 
h(t, x, x’) r= 0, g(d) = 1, e(t, x, x’) sz e(t), 

s 
m j e(s)1 ds < co. 

to 

In addition to making other improvements, Grimmer [lo] was able to relax 
Hammett:s condition on the size of e(t) by only requiring that E(t) = JiO e(s) ds 
be bounded. Although Londen [20] weakened some of Hammett’s other 
hypotheses, he still required $@ 1 e(s)1 ds < 00. Our results on the convergence 
to zero of the nonoscillatory solutions of (l), namely Theorems 7-9 below, will 
allow for large forcing terms; we may even have e(t) -+ 00 as t + a. The 
theorems obtained here are not direct generalizations of those in [lo, 1 l] or [20]. 
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In fact, as we will show by some examples, our results are in some sense inde- 
pendent of those in [lo, 11, and 201. 

In what follows it will be convenient to have the following notation at our 
disposal. 

Condition iv. If x(t) is a nonoscillatory or Z-type solution of (I), then 
lim fe>r x(t) = 0. 

Also, we define p(t) = exp(- JiO [q’(s)-/q(s)] &) and b(t) == esp-- 

r:,, [~‘W-441 d 1 d t s an no ice that p(t) < 1 and b(t) < 1. 

THEOREM 7. Suppose conditions (3), (4), (8), and (9) hold, 

If= [q’(s)-/q(s)] ds < e, (10) 
0 

s m [+)/q(s)] ds < cc, 
to 

(11) 

and there is a positive constant N such that 

Y%(Y) G N. (12) 

Then all solutions of (I) are bounded. If, in addition (i)-(iv) hold, then Condition I\ 
holds. 

Proof. From (8), F(x) 2 -K for some K > 0. Let 17(x’,y, t) === 

b(t) p(t) NW + K)la(t) + GWdt)l; th en I” = b(t) p(t) (-(F(x) + K) >< 

a’(Wa2(~) ~- G(Y) dW/nW - a’(t) Y/g(y) dt) 44 .- h(t, x9 y) ykb) dt) 49 -t 
e(t, s, y>y g(y) q(t) a(t) - [(F(x) + K)/a(t) -t G(y)ldt)l (a’W4t) + d(t)-/ 
cl(t))) < b(t) At> {H&4 + K) 4)+/a”(t) - G(Y) Q’(~)+/QW - VW t- K) ;c 
Ir’(t) W) 40 - G(Y) a’W/dt) a(t) + a’(f)-r‘%(r) dt) 49 c 44 ~,y)y/g(y) x 
q(t) a(t)1 1-5 b(t) p(t) W(t)- Y’/gb) dt) 44 + y(t) I Y I My) dt) a(t)>. Now (9) and 
(10) imply that q(t) 3 q1 > 0, p(t) >p, > 0, a(t) > a, > 0 and b(t) > b, > 0. 
Also, F ,R( y) is bounded for ; y 1 < 1 and / y I /g(v) :< y”/g(y) if : y 1 > 1 so 
) v jig( jr) 5.; S, for all y. 

Integrating I” we have V(t) < V(t,J i- (N/ql) J:, [a’(s)Ja(s)] ds T- 
(N,;a,) J:,, [r(s)/q(s)] ds < k; < co for all f 3 t, . Hence F(x(t)) < 
K,a(t)/b(t)p(t) < k;a,/b,p, for t > t, and so by (8), x(t) is bounded. 

Sext let x(l) be a nonoscillatory or Z-type solution of (1). Xote that by (i) 
we can choose K = 0. Since lim inf,,, / x(t)1 = 0 by Lemma 6, if x(t) is ulti- 
matel!- monotonic, we are done. If x(t) is not ultimately monotonic let 6 >, 0 
be given and choose t, > to so that (iii) is satisfied for t > t, , y(tl) = 0, 

F(x(t,)) < a,&+, , J’c [a’(s)-/a(s)] ds < blplq,+a2N and ./< [~(+‘d41 ds -C 
a,b,p,~/3a,L’, . Then integrating I” fort > t, , we haveF(x( t)) <a(t) V(t)/b( t)p(t) I< 

a, V( t)ib,p, G a2Wl)P,pl + (a2Whpl) x J:, [44-i4s)l ds -f- (a~~I14m) 
$, [r(s):q(s)] ds < E for t > t, . This implies that lim,-,, s(t) == 0 since by (i) 

F(.v(t)) ---+ 0 if and only if x(t) ---f 0. 
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THEOREM 8. Suppose conditions (3)-(4), (7~(8), and (lo)-( 11) hold, and there 
is a positive constant L such that 

I Y MY) GL. (13) 

Then all solutions of (1) are bounded. Under the additional assumptions (i)-(iv), 
Condition W holds. 

Proof. We will use the same notation for constants introduced in the proof of 
Theorem 7. Let V(x, y, t) = p(t) [(F(X) + K)/a(t) + G(y)/q(t)]; then I/’ < 
p(t) e(t, x, y) y/g(y) q(t) a(t). Now a’(t) >, 0 implies a(t) > a, > 0, so integrating 
v’ we obtain V(t) < V(t,) + (L/a,) & [r(s)/q(s)] ds < 00 so x(t) is bounded. 

Now let x(t) be a nonoscillatory or Z-type solution of (1) and E > 0 be given. 
Following the argument used in the proof of the previous theorem, choose 
t, 3 t, so that (iii) is satisfied, y(tl) = 0, F(x(t,)) < a,plcj2a, , and 
jc [r( )/q(s)] ds < a,p,E/2a,L. Integrating, we have F(x(t)) < a(t) V(t)&(t) < 
a&x(t,))/a,p, + (a,L/a,p,) JiI [r(s)/q(s)] ds < E for t > t,. Hence lim,,, x(t) = 0. 

THEOREM 9. If conditions (3)-(4), (6), and (8~(10) hold, g(y) > c > 0, ad 

s m [W(~(W’“l ds < 00, 
to 

(14) 

then all solutions of (1) are bounded. Moreover, if (i)-(iv) hold, then Condition W is 
satisjied. 

Proof. Defining V as in the proof of Theorem 7, differentiating, and inte- 
grating we have b(t) p(t) W(t))/n(t) G Wd + fl, {b(s) P(s) [a’(s)- ~~(4 + 
~(4 I y(s)ll/gMsN 4s) 4s)) ds. If I Y l/MW2 3 1, then I Y l/MW G y%(t) < 
y2/q(t) + 1; if I Y l/MW2 G 1, then I Y l/MW” G 1 + Y2/dt). BY (61, 
y2/g(y) < A + MG(Y) for all Y. Hence b(t) p(t) r2(tMr(t>> a(t) G aWt) x 
PW/dt) + Mb(t) $4) GMtNldt) G 44 P(t)ldt) + MV,‘(to) + M .I-:, W x 
P(s) [a’(s)-/a(s) + WMW2 491 Y2(sYgbW 4(s)) ds + M sl,, lW P(s) x 
y(s>/g(rW> MW2 441 he Now M .f:, [b(s) ~(4 WAyN) MW” 441 ds G 
(W4 St”, W/MW21 ds G KI < ~0 so b(t) P(t) y2(tY&W s(t) G G x 
exp $” [a’(s)-/a(s) + r(s)/(q(s))‘l” aI] ds < I& < 00. Thus J’(t) < v(t,) + 
KS Ji, [4+/4s) + y(s>MN l/s aI] ds + KI < K4 < co. Thus all solutions are 
bounded. 

Let x(t) be a nonoscil!atory or Z-type solution of (1) and let E > 0 be given. 
Choose t, > t, so that (iii) is satisfied, y(tl) = 0, F(x(t,)) < a,b,plc/3a2 , 
St”, [a’W4sll ds < hP14WG~ and lz [y(s)/(q(s))‘l”] ds -C alblplc+,(cK3 + 1). 
Then %W G 4) W/W p(t) G a2Wd/blpl + (a2Wlpl) Ji2 [44/4>1 ds 
+ (a2K21alhpl) .fil W/(q(4)9 h + (a21&P14 St”, W/MW’1 ds < E for 
t > t, , Again we see that Condition W holds. 
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\Ve will now consider some examples which will show the relationship 
between our results and those in [lo, 11, 201. 

EXAMPLE 3. The equation 

x” $- q(d)* +- l] X = t, t >o, 

satisfies Theorems 7 and 8 and the equation 

2 + t5x = t sin t, t‘ 0 2 , 

satisfies Theorem 9, but none of the results in [lo, 1 l] or [20] apply to either of 
these equations. On the other hand, the equation 

(tx’)’ + tx = l/t”, t > 0, 

satisfies Theorem 1 in [lo], the Theorem in 1111, and Theorem 2 in [20], but 
none of the results in this paper apply. 

EXAMPLE 4. Consider the equation 

x” + x3 = e(t), t > I, 

where e(t) = (6t2 + 1 + 3 sin t + 3 sin2 t + sin3 t + 6t2 sin t - t4 sin t - 
4P cos t)/P. From the results in [lo, 11, 201 we can conclude that all nonoscilla- 
tory solutions converge to zero. In addition to obtaining this same conclusion 
from Theorem 9 above, we also have that all Z-type solutions converge to zero, 
and here x(t) = (1 + sin t)/t2 is such a solution. Moreover, notice that Theorem 
9 also applies to the damped equation 

x’ + x’P/[(x’)” + l] In t + 323 = e(t), t > 1, 

where e(t) is as above, whereas the results in [lo, 111 or [20] do not. 

Remark. Notice that by the results in [lo, 1 I] or [20] all nonoscillatory 
solutions of 

x” + x = 2ec’, t > 0, 

converge to zero, but the equation 

X” + efx’ + x = 2ecf, t > 0, 

has the nonoscillatory solution x(t) = 1 + e-t which does not converge to zero. 
This is somewhat surprising since one often expects that the addition of positive 
damping (in the sense that (4) holds) preserves such properties. 

The remainder of the theorems in this paper give sufficient conditions for the 
oscillatory and Z-type solutions of (1) to converge to zero. The first two of 
these, like the previous three theorems, extend results contained in [7]. 
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THEOREM 10. Assume that conditions (3)-(4) and (9~(12) hold, 

ad 

xf(x) > 0 if x # 0, 

q(t) -+ co as t+co, 

s ‘* [s/g(s)] ds < 00. 
0 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

If x(t) is an oscillatory or Z-type solution of (I), then lim,,, x(t) = 0. 

Proof. Let x(t) be an oscillatory or Z-type solution of (1). From (17) we 
have G(y) < ICI for some Kl > 0 and (12) implies that 1 y I/g(y) < Vr for all y. 
Now let E > 0 and choose t, >, to so that a,K,/b,p,q(t) < c/3 for t >, t, , 
xk> = 0, .fz iN4/4s>l ds < 4m&vY and .fz EWds>l ds < a&~4W% 
Define V as in the proof of Theorem 7 with K = 0, differentiate, and then inte- 
grate for t 2 tl to obtain @W G a3Wlblpl G WhpJ iGb(tlMz(tl) + 
sc [Ala’(s)-/a(s) or + N,r(s)/q(s) a,] ds) < E for t > t, . Thus lim,,, x(t) = 0. 

THEOREM 11. If conditions (3)-(4), (7), (IO)-(II), (13), and (I5)-(17) hold, 
and x(t) is an oscillatory or Z-type soktion of (I), then lim,,, x(t) = 0. 

Proof. Let x(t) be an oscillatory or Z-type solution of (1) and define c’ as in 
the proof of Theorem 8 with K = 0. Now G(y) < Kl for some K, > 0 so for a 
given E > 0 choose t, > to such that G(y(t))/q(t) < pl~/2az for t > t, , x(tJ = 0, 
and St; [r(s)/q(s)] ds < alple/2a,L. Then differentiating and integrating V we 
have W4t)) d a2W)/pl + (~,Wlpl) $ [WsNl ds -=z E for t 3 t, so 
lim,,, x(t) = 0. 

The next two theorems generalize some results obtained by Wong [27, 281. 
We need to make the folIowing additional assumptions on Eq. (1). Assume that 

O<c<g(y)<C and I a’(t)l < a3, (18) 

H(t) = r(t)/q(t) --f 0 as t-03, 09) 

-+I Z W4 (20) 

for some positive constant d, and there is a continuous function K: [to , CYJ) 3 R 
such that 

I W, x,r>l < W) and W/q(t) -+ 0 as t--t cc. (21) 

THEOREM 12. Suppose conditions (3)-(4), (S)-(lO), (14~(16), and (18)-(21) 
hold. If 

1” I(q-l(s))” I df = o(ln q(t)), t 4 co, (22) 

then every oscillatory OY Z-type solution x(t) of (1) satisfies lirntao, z(t) = 0. 
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Proof. For t > z 3 t, define P-&x, y, t) =- F(x)/a(t) -:- G(y)/q(t) T- 

J: MS> -44, YN)Y(~MY(~) q(s) 441 ds - .f: [e(s, 4Q Y(~NY(MN) ~(4 x 
a(s)] ds. We will first show that V,(t) approaches a finite limit as t + CO. Xow 
V’,’ =:: -a’(t)F(x)/$(t) - q’(t) G(y)/q2(t) - u’(t)y2jg(y) q(t) u(t) < a’(t)-F(x)/ 
&(t) -+- q’(t)- G(y)/q2(t) -t u’(t)-y2/cq(t) u(t). Integrating, we haveF(x(t))/u(t) i 

G(y(t))ldt) < v,(z) + J; iXs>-WW2(s) + a’(s)- G(YWM~) -- a’(s)- x 
Y~(s)/c~(s) u(s)] ds + $ [Y(S) 1 y(s)j/cu,p(s)] ds. Condition (18) implies that 
y2 < 2CG(y), and since 1 y l/(q(t))li2 < (y2/q(t) $- 1)/2, we have F l/(q(t))l:” - i 
CG(y)/q(t) + 1. Thus F(x(t))/u(t) -t G(y(t))j$(t) < I,‘,(z) -.- f: [u’(s).. I+(s)); 
a2(s) -t- q’(s)- G(y(s))/q2(s)] ds + Jf [2CG(y(s))~‘(s)../cq(~)~(s)l ds -I- 
s; [G(s) G(y(s))/c&(s))“~“] ds + s; [r(s)/cu,(q(s))li2] ds :< K, -.- sz” [(l -r- 

K/c) O)-/Q(S) + d(s)-/q(s) i WW,(q(4)“21 FW~N4~) + (--QNM41 x 
ds. By Gronwall’s inequality, (9), (IO), and (14) we have F(x(t)),‘(u(t) 1. 
G(y(t))/q(t) < K, < 00. It follows that i y(t)l/(q(t))l’” 51~ CG(y(t))/q(t) 7 I <: 
Cl& + 1 == K3. Integrating V,’ we have L’*(t) < rz(z) + K, J”: [u’(s)Ja(s) + 
q’(s))/q(s)] + Ka2 $ [u’(s)~/cu(s)] ds < K4 . Thus J; [A@, s(s), y(s)) y(s),‘g(y(s)) r 
g(s) a(s)] ds < v,(t) $- Jz [e(s, x(s), y(s)) y(s)/g(y(s)) q(s) a(s)] ds s-==I K, -- 
k’3 Jz” [+)Icq(q(~))~‘~l ds < JG . 

Rewriting I;,’ in the form I/,’ = --F(x) [u’(t),. -~ a’(t)_]/u’(t) -- G(y) ; 
[q’(t).+ ~ q’(t)-]/q2(t) - y”[u’(t)+ - u’(t)-]/g(y) q(t) u(t) and integrating we 

obtain Jz [a’(s)+ ~(~(s)>/~“(s>l ds + Ji [q’(s)., G(y(s))lq2(s)l ds -:- j’” [y2(s) : 
a’(s>+/g(y(s)) q(s) 441 ds < v&I + Ji I+- WW)/4~)1 ds 7 t W(s)- :‘, 
G(~(sNlq~(s)l ds + .ff [Ye 4+/g(y(~)) ds) 441 ds -+ .fj [e(s, 4~)~ ~(4) ~(4’ 
~(y(s)) a(s) u(s)] ds. From what we have already done we see that each of the 
integrals on the right-hand side of the above inequality converges, so each of 
the integrals on the left-hand side converges as well. Therefore, if we integrate 
this form of Vz’ , we will have that V,(t) is equal to a constant plus the 
sum of three convergent integrals, and it follows that r+,(t) has a finite limit 
ast+co. 

Sow let x(t) be an oscillatory or Z-type solution of (1). Then by Theorem 9 
x(t) is bounded, say 1 x(t)/ <: B. Let R(t) = l/q(t), hr = 2C I- dc, and P(t) = 
NC’,(t) -C R’(t) x2/2 - R’(t) xy. Then P’(t) = -ATa’ F(x)/u2(t) -..- Nq’(t) 

G(Yhk2P) -.- jwt)y2/g(y) 4(t) 44 f R”(t) x2/2 --. q’(t) u’(r) xy/y’(t) u(t) -~ 

4’(t) Nt, X,Y) 4q2(t) 44 - 4’(t)f (x)g(y) h(t) u(t) Lm u’(t) e(t, .5 y) h”(t) a(t) 
q’(t)y2/q2(t). First we see that --Nu’(t) F(x)/u”(t) -- Xa’(t) y”/g(y) q(f) a(t) : 
NK+z’(t)-/a(t) + 2NCG(y) a’(t)-/cq(t) u(t) < A’&(1 -I- 2C/c) u’(t).. /u(t) = 
k,u’(t)-/u(t). Next, we have -q’(t) u’(t) xy/u(t) q2(t) .< 1 q’(t)1 u3B / y l/q2(t) a, 5.. 
u,BK,p’(t)+/(p(t))3’2 a, + u:~BK,4’(t)-/(4(t))“‘” a, < e$k’,4’(t)/(dt>)“‘” 0, -i- 
2u,,BK3q’(t)&(t))3/2 aI < u,BK3q’(t)/(q(t))3/2 a, i- R,q’(t)-/q(t) since (10) 
bounds q(t), and hence (q(t)) li2, from below. Since x(t) is bounded, I f(x(t))j is 

bounded so w(t) = --Nq’(t) G(y)lq2(t) - q'(t)f (x)g(y) xidt) a(t) + ~‘(t)y2/tY~) 
< --hrq’(t) G(y)lq2(t) - dq’(t)+ F(x)lq(t) a(t) + f (4 g(y) .ys’(t)-/s(t) u(t) -pi- 
2CG(y) s’(t>+/a”(t> G -W(t) G(y)h2(t) - M’(t) FWdt) 44 + W(t)&(t) 
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Let E > 0 be given. Since x(t) is either oscillatory or Z-type, the integrals in 
the definition of V,(t) converge, and conditions (19) and (21) hold, there exists 

T b 2 such that y(T) = 0, J’F I+, x(s), Y(S)) y(s)/g(y(s)) q(s) WI ds < 48, 
.fT” I e(s, x(s), y(sNyWMs)) q(s) 441 ds < 43, and Wt) + WI/N al < W8 
for t 3 T. Then u(t) = w(t) + q’(t) x{[e(t, x, Y) - W, x, y)l/q(Wq(t) 4) < 
-W(t) ~&)/q(t) + kW9ldOl Jf Wk 44 Y(S)) - e(s, 49, Y(S))] Y(S)/ 
gb+N q(s) 441 d + W(t)-/q(t) + da I q’Wl/Wt) G -W(t)+ ~&)/q(t) + 
&.7’(t)- V~(t)/q(t) + dcc I q’(Wq(t) + dcq’(t)+/Q(t) + &q’(t)-/q(t). Since there 
exists A such that lim,,, VT(t) = A, we will suppose that A > 3~/4 and let {tn} 
be an increasing sequence of zeros of y(t) such that t, = T and t, -+ o(, as 
n---f co. Then there existsj > 1 such that VT(t) > 5~/8 for t > ti . Now V=(t) is 
bounded so for t >, tj we have U(t) < -5dceq’(t)+/8q(t) + dcrq’(t)+&(t) + 
dc4(t)+/fW) + &d(t)-/q(t) = --dccq’(t)+lMt) + WWqW G --dc4W/ 
+7(t) + b7’(w!zw* 

We then have P’(t) < kla’(t)-/a(t) + u,B&q’(t)/(q(t))“l” a, + 1 R”‘(t)1 B2/2 - 
dcq’(Wq(t) + W(t)-/q(t), so kz’(t)/W) + p’(t) < W(t)-/&) + W(t)/ 
(q(t))“/” + / R”‘(t)] B2/2 + &q’(t)-/q(t). Integrating for 71 > j we obtain 

dcc ln(q(t,))/4 < dcc ln(q(Q)/4 + f’(ti> - P(h) + hl J’:; la’(s)-/4s)l ds + 
2h,/(q(tj))1’2 - 24&(&z))“” + (B2/2) J-2 I R”‘(s)1 ds + h, J) [q’(s)-/q(s)1 ds < 
N 1 VT(tn)l + 1 R”(t,)l B2/2 + (B2/2)‘j: [ R”‘(s)( ds + k:, . Since Vr(tn) is 
bounded and j R”(t,)/ < 1 R”(tj)l + jir I k”‘(s)1 ds, we have da In(q(t,))/4 < 
h,, + B2 sk I R”‘(s)/ d s f 
so we must>have lim,,, 

or each rr > j. In view of (16) and (22) this is impossible 
VT(t) = A -C 3~/4. Thus there exists 7’r >, T such that 

V=(t) < 7~/8 for t 3 Tl and henceF(x(t))/u(t) < 7~/8 + s: I e(s, x(s), y(s)) y(s)/ 
g(y(s)) q(s) u(s)1 ds < E for t > Tl . Since a(t) < u2 , we haveF(x(t)) -+ 0 as t -+ m 
which implies that x(t) -+ 0 as t -+ GO, and the proof of the theorem is now 
complete. 

Wong [28] proved the previous theorem and Theorem 13 below for the case 
u(t) = 1, h(t, X, x’) = 0 = e(t, X, x’), g(x’) = 1, and f(x) = x2+1 where n is a 
positive integer. In [27] he extended the results in [28] to included functions 
f(x) which satisfy conditions (8), (15), and (20). 

THEOREM 13. Assume that conditions (3)-(4), (7), (8), (14X16), and (18)- 
(21) hold. If for every w with $ < w < 1 we have 

and 

s m [q'WP'(s)lds < 00 (23) 
to 

s 

t 
to WW” I ds = +P“(t))~ t--t 00, (24) 

then every oscillatory OY Z-type solution x(t) of (1) satisfies lim,+- x(t) = 0. 
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Proof. Let x(t) be an oscillatory or Z-type solution of (1). First note that 
conditions (16) and (23) imply that (10) holds so by Theorem 9 x(t) is bounded, 
say / x(t)1 < B. With no loss in generality we may assume that C > dc. Let 
N = (4C - dc)/2dc and w = Ndc/(2C + dc). Then Ndc = 2C -- dc/2 > 3C/2 
and 1/(2C + dc) > 1/3C so w > 4, Since Ndc < 2C, we also have that w < 1. 
Let c > 0 be given and define V,(t) as in the proof of the previous theorem. Once 
again V,(t) converges so there exists z > to such that sr [Iz(s, X(S), y(s)) y(s)/ 

g(r(s)> q(s) 441 ds < W - w)/l5w, Jz” I 4, x(s),y(s))y(s)/g(y(s)) q(s) 44 ds < 
min(Nc(1 - w)/l5eo, c/S}, and B[r(t) I- k(t)]/q(t) a, < Ndc<(l - w)/15w for 
t>- ,N U. 

The constants Ki used below are those developed in the proof of the conver- 
gence of lYf(t) in the previous theorem. 

Let r(t) = l/q”(t) and K(t) = NdcT(t) q(t) V,(t) + T”(t) x2/2 - T’(t) xy. 
Then K’(t) < Ndc(1 - w) q’(t) Vz(t)/qM(t) - Ndcq’(t) G(y)/ql+“(t) + T”‘(t) x2/2 
- wa’(t) q’(t) xy/a(t) qlfW(t) - wq’(t) h(t, x, y) x/a(t) ql+*“(t) - wq’(t) j(x) x 
g(y) x/u(t) q’“(t) + wq’(t) e(t, x, y) x/u(t) q’+“(t) + wq’(t) y2/q1+(t). Now b =- 
w + & > 1, so -wa’(t) q’(t) xy/u(t) ql+“(t) < wuJ3 I q’(t)1 i y i/ul(q(t))“” q”(t) < 
w@K, ~ q’(Wd(t) < w’(t),/q”(t) + w’(UbW G w’W/qb(t) + 2w’W/ 
(q(t))‘/” q”‘(t) < c,q’(t)/qb(t) + c,q’(t)-/qlO(t) since (q(t))‘/” is bounded from below. 
Since .x(t) is bounded, j(x(t)) is bounded, so -wq’(t) j(~) g(y) x/u(t) q”(t) -I- 

;$Wp’y ““(t) 5 --wdcq’(t)+W4/4 q”!t) + w’WP’(t) + 2Cwq’W+ G(Y)/ 
& -wdcq (t) F(x)/u(t) q*“(t) + c,q (t)-/q”‘(t) +- 2Cwq’(t) G(y)/q’+‘“(t) --I 

2Cwq’(t)- G(y)/q’fw(t) < -wcdq’(t)F(x)/a(t) p(t) + c,q’(t)-/q”(t) + 2Cwq’(t) x 
G( y)/ql -“‘(t) + 2CwK,q’(t)-/qW(t). H ence IV(t) = Ndc(1 -- w) q’(t) V,(t)/q”‘(t) - 
Ndcq’(t) G(y)/ql+‘“(t) - wq’(t) j(x) g(y) x/u(t) q”(t) -$- wq’(t) y”/q’+“‘(t) < 
Ndc(l -- w) q’(t) V,(t)/q”(t) + (2Cw - Ndc) q’(t) G(y)/ql-!-‘“(t) - wdcq’(t)F(x)/ 
u(t) q”‘(t) i- c4q’(t)-/4’“(t) < Ndc(1 - w) q’(t) V,(t)/q”(t) - wdcq’(t) G(y)/q’-t”‘(t) 
- wdcq’(t)F(x)/u(t) q”(t) + c4q’(t)-/gw(t) < Ndc[l - ~(1 -i- l/N)] q'(t) v,(t)/ 

qYt) + ~W(~W’(~)l .fi Wb, 44, Y(S)) - 6 44, ~(41 yW/g(yW q(s) 4s>> ds 
+ c,q’(t)- q”‘(t). Letting D = Ndc[l - w(1 + l/N)] we have U(“(t) == IV(t) L- 

wq’(t) x{[e(t, s, y) -- h(t, x,y)]/q(t)f/u(t) q’“(t) < Q’(t)+ FT,(t)/q”‘(t) -- Dq’(t)-v,(t)/ 
q”‘(t) + dc q’(t)] [2Ne(l - w)/15] q”(t) i c,q’(t)-/q”(t) -+ aVdcc( 1 - w) ’ q’(t)li 
15q”(t). 

Since V:(t) converges, suppose that lim,,, V,(t) I= L 2 36/4. Now x(t) is an 
oscillatory or Z-type solution so we let {tn} b e an increasing sequence of zeros 
of y(t) such that t, + co as n+ co and 4L/5 < V,(t) < 6L/5 for t 3 t, . Then 
U(t) :< 6DLq’(t)+/Sq”(t) + c,q’(t)-/q”‘(t) + 4NdcL( I -- w) 1 q’(t)i/l5q”‘(t) =‘: 
6DLq’(t)/Sq’“(t) -L- c,q’(t)-/q”(t) + 4NdcL(l - w) q’(t)/15q”‘(t). Hence K’(t) < 
6DLq’(t)/5qtU(t) -’ 4NdcL(l - w) q’(t)/15q”(t) -k / T”‘(t)1 B2/2 + c,q’(t)/qb(t) -I- 
c,q’(t)-!qll’(t). Integrating from t, to t, we have K(t,) < 6DLq1-“‘(t,)/5(1 - w) -;- 
-L 4NdcLq’~“‘(t,)/l5 + (B2/2) J; / T”‘(s)/ ds + clql-b(tn)/(l - b) + c7 s; [q’(s)-,’ 

,q’“(s)] ds -:- c8 . Now K(t,) = NdcT(t,) q(tn) I’&) -_- T”(t,) x2(tn)/2 ,i 
4Ndcl,q1-“‘(t,)/5 .I- T”(t,) x2(tn)/2, and since b :- 1 and [1 --- w(1 -:-- l/N)]/ 

‘+09/62,‘2-h 
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(1 - w) = i, we have 2NdcLq1-W(t,)/15 < B2 J-t 1 T”(s)/ ds + cs , which is 
impossible in view of (16) and (24). Therefore lim,,, V,(t) = L < 3ri4. Hence 
there exists Tl > z such that VZ(t) < 76/8 for t > TI soF(x(t))/a(t) < 7~/8 + 
J-k, 1 e(s, X(S), y(s)) y(s)/g(y(s)) q(s) a(s)1 ds < E for t > Tl . Since a(t) is bounded 
from above, we have that F(x(t)) + 0 as t + co which implies that x(t) + 0 as 
t + co completing the proof of the theorem. 

By combining various theorems in this section we could obtain results which 
would guarantee that all solutions of (1) tend to zero as t + co. We leave the 
formulation of such results to the reader. 
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